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LIFE in the NEW AGE – PASCAS – Our Contribution:
Introduction:
PASCAS ….. (Peace And Spirit Creating Alternative Solutions)
What is PASCAS?
We would liken PASCAS to the Tree of Life.
“From the smallest seed shall grow the largest tree and the birds will build their nests in its branches.”
The story of manifestation and abundance.
It is a SEED thought that has been nourished for a very long time, not just this lifetime but past lifetimes
as well.
To establish Pascas WorldCare to grow employment and raise quality of life … as well as Pascas Care
with a global network of clinics … with diversity of new and cutting edge medical innovations,
procedures and techniques to alleviate health issues we as humanity face daily.
Allopathic and Complementary Medicine will work hand in hand as staff become at one with increased
conscious awareness and are able to share love and compassion for all and show people their ability to
become their own healers.
Education through Chaldi Colleges, an ancient system of mystery schools which were free and open to all,
to raise the consciousness of all who embrace. Education is the foundation of all progress and possibilities.
The Planting of the Seed occurs because we are helping ourselves and others to know ourselves and to
facilitate our divine birthright for full and vibrant health and abundance in all areas of our lives.
The Growth and Germination of Pascas will come about with the support of the global family of Pascas
and with the financial support generating through Friends of Pascas.
Continuing and consistent Skill Support Programs will continue to uphold our mission statement of
integrity, loving and sharing which will enable us to move forward into the new millennium.
We all reap the Harvest with a Full Global Operation that is self funding and self generating of all that is
required for it to move consistently forward … to alleviate fear and reduce boundaries as we address the
needs of many in regards to availability of potable water, nutritious food, safe lodging and health care,
which then enables all to seek and receive the knowledge they so desire and search for.
History:
The evolution of Pascas essentially started in 1983 with the potential sourcing of funds for hospitals. In
1986, the first full conceptual documentation was assembled for what we now call Pascas Health
Sanctuary, a hospital complex melding western / allopathy medicine with complementary / ancient
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medicine. In 1996, this documentation was greatly advanced and we tried again. In 2005, we have
assembled it again with an enormous global platform for clinics to be established in suppressed economies.
An absolutely impossible dream!
In 1998, the first of the hundreds of new technologies walked into our office, some 1,000 followed with
around 400 having promise. These are essential to grow the economies within remote and emerging
communities based on the principal of sharing.
All of these concepts hang together, but we had no way of funding this impossible dream.
November 2005, Walter Raleigh introduced us to Solid Investment and in December 2005 we joined. The
numbers suggested that after three years or so we would have a fund base upon which we could proceed
with this impossible dream in its entirety. Here we are and yes we now can do it all.
A few weeks ago, I read a book which recounted a paper written by Benjamin Crème in 1982! The book
is called Maitreya’s Mission and was published in 1986 by Benjamin Crème. This publication, being a
section of his book, outlines in detail all aspects of the Pascas agenda and every aspect as we envisage it.
Please understand that Maitreya is a natural love spirit presenting himself as Jesus. Maitreya is not Jesus.
Here is the content with absolutely the minimum of change:
The word ‘spiritual’ does not refer to religious matters so-called. All activity which drives the human
being forward towards some form of development – physical, emotional, mental, intuitional, social – if it
is an advance for his present state, it is essentially spiritual in nature. These are the aims of Pascas.
In this coming time we shall have to make a shift in soul condition / consciousness to include every aspect
of our being in our definition of “spiritual”. All our structures must be based on the inner Oneness of
humanity and reflect that reality. We have to create political, economic and social systems which allow
that divinity to express itself.
Only by a re-education of humanity about the true nature of man as a threefold reality – soul, spirit body,
and physical body – and of the Law of Cause and Effect in its relation to the Law of Rebirth (becoming at
one with God), can a true expression of man as a soul take place. Chaldi Colleges, being supported by
Pascas Foundation, have these goals.
This will condition our new systems. Until we grasp that all people can become divine, we shall not be
able to create institutions sufficiently responsive.
Likewise in the economic sphere, we must institute the principle whereby all peoples everywhere can
share together the goods of the Earth. The greatest division in the world today is the economic disparity
between North and South, the Industrialised Nations and the Third World. One third of the world usurps
and wastes three quarters of the world’s food and at least 80% of the world’s resources and energy, while
the Third World makes do with the rest. The tensions inherent in this imbalance are driving us inexorably
to chaos. Until all people everywhere can eat and live freely as fully accepted members of the human
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family, there will be no justice in the world. While there is no justice there will be no true peace; if there
is no true peace in the world today, there is no future for the world.
We are now facing a crisis which is essentially spiritual, but which is working out in the political and
economic fields. An emphasis on the principle of sharing, is the key to all future progress for man:
“When you share you recognise God in your brother.” (natural love spirit presenting as Maitreya quote)
Sharing is a divine principle, and until we recognise that all structures must reflect that inner divinity we
shall not make one further step in our evolutionary journey. As soon as we do realise it, as we in this
community have, we open the door into an entirely new situation.
“The day that hunger is eradicated from the Earth there will be the greatest spiritual explosion the world
has ever known. Humanity cannot imagine the joy that will burst into the world in the day of that great
revolution.” (Maitreya quote)
The path of the spiritual life is broad and varied enough to accommodate all people. In every endeavour,
in every department of human life, the awareness and knowledge of God can be sensed and expressed.
All can contribute their awareness of this moment-to-moment experience to the many-coloured pattern
which will grow as a result of that shared experience.
Aims and Possibilities:
The goal for humanity in this coming age is the creation of environments to enable the growth of one’s
soul condition.
We are about to witness profound changes in all our institutions and structures – political and economic,
religious and social, scientific, educational and cultural. These changes will take place as humanity grasps,
stage by stage, it’s essential journey to God, and adopts the measures necessary to implement that journey.
This is all conditional upon man’s free will.
The first human priority is the saving the millions now starving to death in the Third World. Then, only
then, will they have the energy and freedom of time to search for answers and learning.
This is a call for the acceptance of the principle of sharing through the redistribution of the world’s
resources – the food, raw materials, energy and technological expertise, largely usurped (and wasted)
today by the developed nations. Equinox Equities, being an arm of Pascas WorldCare, is a
commercialisation process supporting the introduction into depressed economic zones new innovative
technologies.
It is with the application of these innovations that we can deliver:
Clean air via the introduction of renewable energy technologies.
Potable water.
Nutritious food.
Safe lodging.
And then continue with the introduction of education programs and health services.
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The key to a more harmonious political climate is the acceptance of the principle of sharing.
Profound changes are already taking place in the industrialised world with the advent of micro-technology.
Machines, ever more sophisticated, will increasingly take over the means of production. Today’s
problems of unemployment will become the problems of leisure. Education for the right and fullest use of
leisure will be of paramount importance. So lets us bring these technologies to emerging markets at their
start of commercialisation.
“Let me take you into a world where no man lacks; where no two days are alike; where the joy of
Brotherhood manifests through all men.” (Maitreya’s Message No. 3)
In time, products and even machines to make products, will be made by the act of man’s creative will; we
have, as yet, scarcely touched the surface of the potential of the human mind (which dwells in the spirit
body).
Much of the physical disease in the world today has a psychic cause (soul condition errors): the strains, the
tensions and fears inherent in our divided society and world. Given true hope for the future, the general
health of humanity will improve. As errors are removed from our soul, our soul condition grows and,
accordingly, our physical health improves.
New approaches to discovering the causes of disease will become generally understood. The existence of
the etheric planes of matter, that is, matter finer in substance than gas and normally invisible, has long
been postulated, and accepted by esotericists (initiates in doctrine) as axiomatic (self-evident). This is the
next area of matter due for investigation by our exoteric scientists. Harry Oldfield has advanced Kirlian
photography and pointed the way with his visual live imaging of the etheric body. His technologies are
considered for use within Pascas Care Centres. It will be realised that the health of the physical body
depends entirely one’s soul condition, being the various errors within our soul. These errors block energy
flow. The force centres (or ‘chakras’, as they are called in the East), which focus the etheric flow, have
their counterparts on the dense physical plane in the major and minor glands of the endocrine system. We
are just beginning to understand how important to our well-being is the correct, interrelated function of the
endocrine system. This in turn is dependent on the proper functioning of the vital etheric body which
substands it. Our soul condition is the source of all pain coming from within our body.
The alternative, so-called ‘fringe’ or complementary medicines of today (they are really very old indeed –
homeopathy dates back more than 12,000 years) will take their place beside the more orthodox methods.
Teams of doctors and healers of various disciplines will work together, each brining their particular
insights and gifts for the greater benefit of the patient. The Masters are, without exception, adept in the
esoteric healing arts, exemplified so dramatically by the Christ in Palestine. Their inspiration and
guidance will quicken the pace of experiment and discovery and lead to results undreamt of today. Pascas
Care embraces all of these concepts.
Certain diseases such as syphilis, tuberculosis and cancer are endemic in humanity are unbelievably old.
It will take a long time to rid the world entirely of these scourges, but eventually it will be done. And in
the meantime, enormous strides will be made in their control and in the amelioration of their effects, as is
already the case with tuberculosis, however, the cause of these diseases can now be understood and
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addressed. It is the accessing of emotional errors within our soul, and releasing them, that brings about the
healing of the body.
The coming age will see certain profound changes in human perception which will give to humanity an
altogether deeper and richer experience of the Reality in which we live: telepathy and etheric vision will
become part of normal human equipment rather than being, as now, relatively rare. We are all telepathic
(we share this faculty with the animal kingdom), but with most of us it occurs unconsciously,
spasmodically, without any control or intention. Gradually, in this new era now dawning, telepathy will
become the normal mode of communication between people at the same stage of evolution. Lying will
automatically become impossible and speech will gradually die out.
We know, today, three states of physical matter: solid, liquid and gaseous. Esotericism postulates the
existence of four further states of matter above gas, the etheric planes. We live in an etheric ocean, our
etheric bodies being more complex concentrations of that ocean. A change in the physical eye will occur
to confer the “double focus”, etheric, vision that allows the perception of these subtle planes. A whole
new world will open for humanity; the beauties of the subtler planes will be revealed.
In fact, there are twenty two spheres or dimensions of existence that man has entered. The earth plane is
only the first of these twenty two spheres.
One of the most profound changes which will take place will be in our approach to death. Man will lose
his fear of death. Humanity will come to accept and understand the Law of Rebirth (becoming at one with
God). Death of the body is but the transition to a new and freer state. Death will loose its terror. When
the body is old and depleted in strength, death will be cheerfully sought as the doorway to renewal and
further experience.
We will come to understand that our thoughts and actions from moment to moment set in motion causes
whose effects make our lives what they are, for good or ill. Se we will see the need for harmlessness in
relation to others, a harmlessness based on the ‘will to good’, expressing itself as goodwill.
The Ancient Mysteries will be restored, and man will know himself as having the potential to becoming a
divine being whilst in the physical state. Pascas Parks are modern day mystery schools. Chaldi Colleges
will teach the Ancient Mysteries.
All people, eventually, even those not engaged in the religious field, will share the sense of a spiritual
basis to life. All will endeavour, in whatever field of human activity they may be engaged, whether
political, scientific, educational or artistic, to give expression to this sensed inner truth and will build a
culture and a civilisation directly reflecting their experience that God, Nature and Man participate in.
Then revelation will follow revelation, until we will find ourselves in possession of that knowledge which
will open for us the secrets of life itself and will allow us to become conscious creators and co-workers
with God. This will be possible when humanity’s will and God’s will are one and the same. A creative
interplay between God and man can then take place, and the true nature and purpose behind the human
evolution will become apparent.
This will lead to the creation of the Divine Science known only to those in higher spheres within the spirit
world. One day, through man himself, this science will become the instrument whereby the forces of the
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universe can be harnessed and utilised in the service of the Divine Plan to further the evolution of all
kingdoms in nature. Under the guidance of many evolved spirits, man will find himself able to control
forces and energies of which he is today totally unaware, and of which today he is totally at the mercy. He
will be able to transcend time and distance by the power of his thought and to create modes of travel so
silent and apparently motionless that fatigue will disappear. Through the power of sound he will build his
artefacts (things) and control his environment.
Naturally, all of this depends on our ability to pray for God’s Divine Love to enter our souls. Many have
as their task to lead and guide that we willingly, gladly, adopt this desire for ourselves, in the light of our
own soul’s vision.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is because of your willingness to support this plan is why you have been attracted
here today.
A new era of peace and goodwill is dawning the world. Nothing can now prevent the inauguration of this
era of tranquillity and equilibrium. The desires released into the world by the Christ are definitely making
themselves manifest on the physical plane and will continue to do so in ever-mounting strength. These
desires will lead to results which at the moment seem to be impossible of achievement. More and more,
these desires will condition the ways of our thinking and feeling, and will lead eventually to that desired
state of fusion and synthesis which will be the keynote of the Aquarian Age (2,350 year cycle). Then we
will recognise the facts for so long hidden and unmanifested.
Thus to sum up, Pascas encapsulates all the elements outlined within Benjamin Crème’s book of 1986,
titled “Maitreya’s Mission”. Though based on natural love principles, we have evolved towards the
Divine Love path principles upon which Pascas desires to embrace.
The foundation funding resources that evolved through Solid Investment will now continue to grow
through the ‘Friends Of Pascas’ initiative will endeavour to grow the equity capital required for the
passive commercialisation of the many technologies to be supported by Pascas WorldCare as well as the
development of Pascas Care Centres throughout the emerging global communities. The creation of Pascas
Parks with Chaldi Colleges will re-introduce mystery schools of old embracing Divine Love principles.
Education and humanitarian programs will be funded through the surplus profits emerging also through
‘Friends Of Pascas’.
Notes developed from pages 109 -120 Maitreya’s Mission written by Benjamin Crème 1986
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FOUNDING MYSTICS 2007 CONFERENCE as per John Doel:
as arranged by:
IISIS – the Institute for the Integration of Science, Intuition and Spirit.
Sat. June 30 – Tues. July 3, 2007
The Tropicana Resort, 3801 Las Vegas Blvd S, Las Vegas, 89109
Subtle Energy and Healing, Light Bodies, Soul Splits, Saints and
Spiritual Humour
This is an outline of the experience of John.
During December 2006, the highly intuitive Garry Hickey visited our office and suggested that we had to
attend an important meeting in USA regarding Pascas. This was followed by three emails, firstly from
Echo Bodine 19 Mar 07, then Crystal Schultz 25 Mar 07, and then Murray Ayers on 29 March 07. This
resulted me in contacting Nick Bunick and asking him about what this June gathering maybe and where
was it. His response was something like, ‘haven’t I told you about it!’ He introduced me to Dr Walter
Semkiw and we were invited.
Upon arriving at the hotel in Las Vegas, I walked Sara O’Meara and Yvonne Fedderson with Nick Bunick
through the concept of the 4,000 Pascas Health Clinics and the 4 Pascas Health Sanctuaries. In this
document, a quarter of a page indicates that ChildHelp USA is to be incorporated within every centre, the
energy of the room seemed to explode.
At that moment, I had this realisation that the Pascas Health program was and is REAL !!! The emotion
caused me to leave the room. The joy of the event was overwhelming. Some 25 years of work is a reality.
My wife, Carolyn, has endured for years what has been seen by most a never ending passion on my part
with no probability of realisation. The emotion of this work as being REAL was overwhelming.
It was only Friday night and I was totally fulfilled and expected no more from the oncoming weekend.
Moving onto Monday Night – Burning Vision:
A world trip in 90 seconds!
At about 1.30am on Monday night I joined Perry and Graham in a healing process being provided by
Perry. Perry was finishing with Graham when I joined.
Perry requested that I release Pascas Project to God. This I did – successfully apparently. Then I felt
this incredible sensation come over me. Apparently my body started to shake and choke and splutter like
a T model Ford on steroids. I could see a kind of terror on Graham’s face, but the panic appearing on
Perry’s face was something else. The thought of heart attack was emerging on his mind. I had no
physical feelings what so ever, so I ‘felt’ fine. For ninety seconds or so I went on an incredible journey.
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The speed of this travel was at such a rate I could see light fall away from behind me. I never considered
light to go so incredibly slow. When needing to change course, I did not experience any G-force. There
was no feeling of gravity.
In this time, I visited every Pascas Health Clinic, all 4,000 or so, I visited the Pascas Health Sanctuary’s, I
visited every proposed commercial enterprise that we have envisaged. More importantly, I visited all the
Pascas Parks. These Parks will receive nearly 500 million visitors through out every 10 years.
What is incredible was the serene, calm and joyous faces on people, that I observed, in all of these
establishments. These beautiful expressions on every ones face was everywhere.
This tour covered 42 countries, if not more. These centres are predominantly in remote and emerging
communities and economies. This may be considered the creation of a ‘burning vision’.
With the Pascas Health Clinics established, we have the capacity to manage 28 million life threatening
episodes per annum with a focus upon HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria. We have been introduced to
non-drug based treatment programs for these illnesses. The Clinics will also provide a comprehensive
range of medical assistance services.
To date, we have been introduced to more than 400 unique technologies and innovations which have
commercial application within remote and emerging communities. These are to be supported and
introduced via the Pascas Clinics to create employment and expand the economies within these
communities. Many more innovations will be added to the agenda as we proceed.
The Pascas Parks are edutainment (education / entertainment) venues, a form of theme park without rides!
Each regional and main Park will have the capacity to receive 5 million visitors per annum. They are
spiritual centres. Research suggests that, on average, each visitors consciousness will rise by 60 points as
per the MoC scale.
The incredible bliss pervaded everyone within these centres and activities. The joy expressed was
incomprehensible and impossible to describe. The beauty of what we are to achieve is beyond question.
What I realised is what is proposed and planned for more than 25 years is DONE !!!
It is all done.
What is now required is to adopt the input, guidance and recommendations of the Council of Elders and
ensure that it is DONE BETTER.
Closing:
I could not have got to Las Vegas without the love and support from my wife. Against the difficulties of
our personal financial situation which has been depleted by years of this work, she requested that I go to
Las Vegas. This was an enormous sacrifice and massive trust in what I have been doing for 25 years.
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After more than two years of frustrations, payouts to an investment community, that we are part of, has
been realised. Many family members of this investment community have aligned themselves to support
the rollout globally of all of the Pascas programs.
Pascas agenda is outlined on www.pascasworldcare.com and www.pascashealth.com.
We thank you for sharing with us your collective time and love. There are no words to explain our
gratitude.
Every person associated with this event is a beacon of light from around the globe.

The Source Soul, the Father, simply desires for us to ask for His Love.
By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that
“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Our salvation IS the embracing of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.
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GREAT U-TURN, THE CHANGE and the AVONAL AGE:
Monday, 24 December 2018
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: The ‘Great U-Turn’ is what is
happening now, it being the overall description denoting humanity
turning away from following and advancing the Rebellion and its
evilness as seen by living increasingly in a truth-denying state, to
wanting to live true, to love truth, to be truth-accepting, all of which
comes about ultimately by doing your Healing, as you become the
living truth as it’s revealed to you; and also by people, like yourself
John, who are currently more intent on understanding about it on an
intellectual level. Both are needed, everyone who wants to embark
upon their own personal U-Turn and the collective one of humanity,
needs to understand a certain amount of what it’s all about with their mind as they work to bring the truths
to light within themselves through their Healing. So anything to do with ‘reversing’ the Rebellion and
Default is all part of the U-Turn. And it starts in a very small way within the individual, as it has already
with the whole of humanity, being reflected by yourself and the others of your small band, who are
wanting to live it and have accepted and believe it’s happening.
The Change, as such, is the same thing really,
however technically The Change begins with the
dawning of the new Spiritual Age – the Avonal
Age. The Change as I was referring to it yesterday was to highlight that once the Avonal Age begins in
earnest, EVERYTHING will change. So currently, even though the Change and U-Turn have ‘begun’, it’s
early days, just the ‘scouts’ going out in all directions in preparation for the ‘main event’. So technically
we can’t say The Change has begun, whereas in time when Mary and Jesus’ age ends and the Avonal Age
begins, then we can say it has begun. Whereas we can say the U-Turn has begun, it being a more vague
term and not a technical definition.
Also, James has written about The Change in his Sage novels in reference to all I have said above and also
the Earth Changes, including the Pole Shift. However the Pole Shift, were it to come during the Avonal
Age, would then be part of The Change, The Change being the whole 1,000 years. It’s going to take the
whole 1,000 years to implement on the parent to child level the necessary Changes so as to ensure that the
effects of the Rebellion will truly come to an end, with that “end” still going beyond the Avonal Age to
complete. So the Pole Shift is just a physical phenomena, and certainly of itself it will cause great change,
but it doesn’t of itself affect any spiritual change against the Rebellion and Default, and in the past it has
helped humanity go deeper into its wrongness.
So the real Change I’m talking about is spiritual
and involves the ending of humanity’s truth
denial. That’s the most important part, to help
people see they are living against the Truth, of
themselves and of God, and that all they are
doing is part of that, and that if they want to end that, they will have to do their Healing. So the Change
will be with the awakening to that, a consciousness shift, a vast change to the mind of mankind as it
considers the state it’s in: that ALL it is doing, ALL it’s believed was right, ALL of it’s religious and
spiritual beliefs, outlooks, attitudes, are all only keeping it in its truth-denying state.
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Imagine the whole of humanity understanding and focused in the direction of knowing everyone is
suffering because of being under the Rebellion and that it doesn’t have to be that way. So people living
increasingly in the wrong direction and going further against themselves, once The Change fully starts,
won’t be able to evolve further into a deeper or greater rebellious state, however stagnation within where
it's stalled will be a big issue for a lot of people and mind spirits, those people and spirits who don’t want
to accept that's how they are is all wrong.
So you can say the Great U-Turn
has started, the writing is on the
wall for the Rebellion and Default,
and when the Avonals come of age,
when they finish their Healing and
openly (publicly) declare who they are to the world (even if that world is only a very small group of
humanity), then The Change will have begun.
And once The Change officially begins, there is no turning back. After the Avonal Age, humanity will be
given the chance to resume its evil ways and turn its back on The Change and all the Avonal Age has done,
and certain people and mind spirits will want to do that, however they won’t be able to change the
momentum being lived by those who are
intent on living true to themselves and God
through their feelings. (The availability of
Divine Love may be withdrawn for the
following spiritual age.) Still in all fairness
humanity has to be given the opportunity to
decide whether or not it wants to fully heal
itself, and without having imposed on it such
strong influences as caused by the Avonal
presence. But that’s all a long time off.
So the Avonal Age is a specific Spiritual Age (which you read about in TUB – The Urantia Book), giving
rise to The Change in which humanity ends its truth-denial and living unlovingly against itself and its
Mother and Father, all of which is the Great U-Turn.
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FEELING HEALING – SUMMATION:
Living with the Divine Love and doing your soul-healing, is choosing to live true to your feelings and
to end your mind’s control over you.
The great difficulty we all face is that we are not free to speak what we feel, with so many of us shut
off from our true feelings, feeling unable to speak about such things. So all the anger and wrestling
and arguing that has to go on, is what is needed to break down the barriers and bring to light the
blocks, all so they too can be talked about.
As we move into deeper parts of ourselves through one’s feeling healing, being gradually led into it,
so even deeper parts can come up, we being able to deal with them with the experience already
gained.
We are not just thrown in at the deep end and all our hellish traumatic bad feelings come racing up
only to annihilate us, for there would be no purpose to that as we wouldn’t be in a state or condition
to see any truth; and seeing the truth, the whole truth of our unloving negative state, is what it’s all
about. The truth comes first, and we will only experience all we need to, so as to liberate it.
The pioneers of Feeling Healing – Marion and James:
Marion wasn’t actually forced to change herself to effectively become ‘another person’ by her
parents, they just came down hard on her stopping her being her natural and true self. And her
healing with therapists, and now in what we are doing together, is taking off those clamps and
restraints and letting her out of her cage, so increasingly as she is regaining her true self, she is able
to say all she wanted to say when she was little. Whereas for myself, James, I was made to become
effectively someone else, to be so shut-off from my natural self so as to not feel any direct connection
with my feelings, and being all but totally unable to express them. So for Marion, expressing her
feelings and feeling when things are not right in our relationship, comes relatively easily, whereas for
me, I don’t have a clue most of the time.
Marion and James are on the extremes and coming at their relationship from two opposite ends.
Other people will be like they both are, and even with the roles reversed; and then most other people
will be a mixture of, and somewhere in between, them both. Generally speaking, James is more like
so many men, totally alienated from his feelings – but not all men, as some men are very free with
their feeling-expression; and Marion is more like most women who are closer to and more aware of
their feelings, only never feeling free to really express them. And there will also be a lot of women
who have had to change themselves so much so that they will feel more like James does, that being as
if you’re another person with very little connection with your true self.
Notes from ‘Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing’ by James Moncrief
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The SECOND COMING:

31 May 1914 commenced and completed in 2014

The James Padgett Messages as published in four volumes as ‘True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus’
heralded the commencement of guidance that has spanned 101 years – and continues.
The reading of the four volumes, due to the way the subject material is grouped, provided no clear
indication that more guidance was to come. The publication of the Padgett Messages in chronological
order clearly points out that the writings were far from completed. Meanwhile many readers embraced the
Padgett Messages to the exclusion of all else.
Dr Daniel Samuels’ writings, some 40 years after Padgett, are a profound set of teachings. Samuels, being
focused upon the old scriptures within his writings, also achieved extensive clarifications relating to the
New Testament. Samuels’ works are generally ignored by Padgett enthusiasts. Publications of Samuels
works are difficult to locate, even though the original writings are kept with Padgett’s original writings.
Hans Radax’ writings from Judas of Kerioth, a further 40 years on, complete addressing the issues
required to be addressed relating to the errors and missing teachings of the New Testament. The
completion of the Padgett Messages is addressed in The Divine Universe through Nicholas Arnold.
Several further works have been published with a growth in the platform of the prior writings.
What is evident throughout all of these works is that aspects of the teachings were and are aligned with the
characteristics of the writers.
‘The Prayer for Divine Love’ given to Padgett on the 2 December 1916 is a primary prayer that one may
consider should they have no other prayers for the asking for the Divine Love. The Prayer for Divine
Love refers to our ‘False Teachers’. Our false teachers are our parents! For humanity to evolve in love,
the breaking of cycle of generation after generation to evolve in love, the cleansing of injuries and errors
of belief are best to be addressed before children become parents.
‘Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus’ guidance through James Moncrief completes the second
coming revelations. Throughout these some 10,000 pages of teachings, over the 101 years, there are two
key revelations. The most important is that we need to feel into our emotions and allow them to be
released from our soul, our humanness errors and injuries. We are to embrace a process of Feeling
Healing. The second is that we can long for, ask for and receive Divine Love. The Divine Love
strengthens our resolve to clear away the damage caused to our soul by our parents during our forming
years. The Divine Love does not clear us of our injuries and errors and evilness, this we must do for our
selves. Thus, we have been given two revelations. Live our life through our feelings is the first and most
important, and the second is that Divine Love is available to us should we so long for it.
Feeling Healing can be also Soul Healing with Divine Love. James Moncrief has outlined the process of
Feeling Healing, Dr David Hawkins has demonstrated a not so helpful process being ‘Letting Go’, and
Brandon Bays has given the world the ‘Journey Process’, and also ‘Journey for Kids’. Feeling Healing is
soul orientated whereas all other modalities are mind orientated and do not go deep enough.
No one can embrace the guidance of the Second Coming without embracing all of these aspects of loving
teaching and guidance given to all of humanity by our Celestial Friends led by Jesus and Mary.
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PASCAS ASSETS
PA
ASSET OWNERSHIP

PASCAS CREDITS
PC
LOAN FUNDS

PASCAS EQUITIES
PE
EQUITY

INVESTEE COMPANY – PRINCIPAL ENTITY

TRADING ENTITY

PLANT & EQUIPMENT
HOLDING & RENTAL

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
OFFSHORE HOLDING

PASCAS WORLDCARE
agenda
supported by
Centre for Advanced
Technologies – CATs

INNOVATION &
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT

CENTRE for ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES
CATs
PROTECTS the MONEY BOXES

REMOTE AREA
TECHNOLOGIES
RATs

URBAN RURAL TECHNOPATH
URTh
PROJECT MANAGER of PASCAS
NATION BUILDING PROGRAMS

PASCAS FOUNDATION
PF
HUMANITARIAN

PASCAS WORLDCARE
PW
NATION BUILDING
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PASCAS CARE CENTRE – THREE UNITS IN ONE:

Pascas Care Centre mix:
Maxi
Clinics
3%
Standard Clinics
94%
Micro
Clinics
3%

(first phase then double)
120
3,760
120

in 5 – 10 years

4,000
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PASCAS CARE CENTRES to be operating by the end years five to ten:
4,000
REGIONS: The program is now to reach into every community within every country.
Africa
India Sub-Continent
Australia Pacific
South America
South Africa
Zimbabwe
Liberia
Cote D Ivoire
Ghana
Togo
Benin
Nigeria
Mali
Guinea
other

285
30
50
35
65
15
20
50
40
80
20

Africa

690

Afghanistan

130

Australia

Pakistan

270

New Zealand 160

India

450

Pacific Islands 290

50

640

Sri Lanka

900

Other
Madagascar

190

290

America
US Indian

400

Caribbean

200

Venezuela
Guyana
Colombia
Surinam
Ecuador
Peru
Bolivia
Argentina
Paraguay
Chile
Brazil
other

50
45
65
85
40
30
55
70
65
70
195
70

Sth America 840

40

Maxi Clinics
Standard Clinics
Micro Clinics

3%
94%
3%

Average number of employees per clinic including medicos: 60
World Total

4,000

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html

Library Downloads – Pascas Papers
All papers may be freely shared. The fortnightly mailouts are free to all, to be added into the
mailout list, kindly provide your email address.
info@pascashealth.com
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GLOBAL CENTRES of EXCELLENCE








300 bed medical surgical Hospital
8 major operating theatres
Day complex 4 operating theatres
Diagnostic / imaging centre
Western medicine medical centre
Complementary therapy medical centre
150 – 420 room medi-hotel
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GLOBAL CENTRES of EXCELLENCE
support and administration for regional
clinics
Brazil

Nigeria Australia
South Africa
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Pascas Park is a themed edutainment centre, a knowledge portal, with:
•
•
•
•
•

Entertainment units delivering up to 16 hours (2 days) of visitor quality time for all age groups.
A platform for determination of truth.
An introduction to the future way forward.
Capacity for 1,000,000 to 5,000,000 visitors per annum.
It is to be a global network of venues.

PASCAS

– ‘from the Stars – Universal’

•
•
•

P =
A =
SC =

Pleiades
Arcturus
Southern Cross

•
•

A =
S =

Andromeda
Sirius

P
A
S
C
A
S

Peace
and
Spirit
Creating
Alternative
Solutions
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Parks for Humanity
Knowledge Portal
In Love and Unity
Americas

Africa

Australia
Asia

MEMBER
Sponsors X 2

PASCAS FINANCE Ltd as trustee for
FRIENDS OF PASCAS (FOP)

A – MEMBER B – MEMBER
Income
Shares

PASCAS WORLDCARE Ltd
Neutral country, shareholders diverse countries, no dominance.
Like minded people for a common agenda with a universal goal.
PASCAS
CHALDI
HEALTH
COLLEGE
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
Sanctuaries
4
- Countries
40
Clinics
4,000
Friends 7,000 pa 28 mill pa
Pascas Café
Childhelp

PASCAS
NEW
PARKS
BIOSPHERE
GLOBAL
AGRICULTURE
Number 10
GLOBAL
Visitors 5 mill
NBA
Total
50 mill pa

PASCAS CREDITS PASCAS ASSETS
Loan Funds
Asset Ownership

PASCAS EQUITIES
Equity

EQUINOX
EQUITIES
GLOBAL

PASCAS
FINANCE
GLOBAL

1.
2.
3.
4.

Plant & Equipment
Holding & Rental

PASCAS is LOVE
PASCAS is US – all of US
PASCAS VISION is constantly expanding
Health, Education & Financial stability

Intellectual Property
Offshore

PASCAS
FOUNDATION
– GLOBAL
– AUS
– UK
– USA

Other donor
Countries
RATS
Pascas WorldCare Treasury
Remote Area
Pascas Treasury FOP
Technologies
Micro Credits
FRIENDS
40 companies
Health
400+ products
Chaldi
Projects &
CATS
Programs
Centre for Advanced
- Research
Technologies
- Crisis

INVESTEE COMPANY – PRINCIPAL ENTITY
Trading Entity

C
Excess $$$

URTH
Urban Rural Technopath
Project Managers
Foundation Pascas WorldCare
Humanitarian Nation Building

